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The fund invests selectively in listed precious metals mining companies which are active in mineral exploration, mine development and mining. The fund applies a value-based
strategy and focuses on small and mid cap gold companies managed by seasoned and experienced management teams with projects in favourable mining jurisdictions. The fund
may hedge against foreign exchange fluctuations versus the Swiss Franc.
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The USD class may be hedged against the fund currency (CHF) opportunistically.

2

CHF class 1 and BM CHF: since 1 January 2009 (initial date since the Fund has been managed by Florian Siegfried); Class 2 USD and BM USD:

since 12 October 2010. class 3 CHF: since 6 December 2016. 3Fund metrics include all portfolio positions including non-cash flow generating exploration and development companies. 4Philadelphia Gold and Silver Sector Equity Index
USD (source: Bloomberg). 5A The fund's currrent FX exposure is partially hedged against the Swiss Franc. Geography refers to place of mining operations.
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Precious Capital Global Mining and Metals Fund
Commentary & Selective Portfolio Events

January has been a difficult month for the Fund as the market environment remained dominated by money-flow and
momentum-type trading. Generating performance based on fundamentals and valuations was virtually impossible in this
highly speculative environment. Specifically, the wild behavior of certain silver stocks following the Reddit crowd’s attempts
to corner the silver market has been totally disconnected from any underlying fundamentals. As the action turned to “hot”
stocks, the miners failed to join the rally and the mid-caps in particular underperformed the larger names. As a result,
investors used any good news flow from the miners to dump their positions and this adversely affected the Fund’s
performance during January.
With an annual production 711k gold-equivalent (GEO) ounces SSR Mining delivered on its 2020 guidance and is guiding
for 720-800k GEO at all-in sustaining costs (AISC) of $1,050 to $1,110 per ounce for 2021. SSR has an aggressive
exploration budget of $65 million which warrants steady news flow from the drill bit going forward. Based on current gold
prices, we expect SSR to generate ~$400 million in free cash flow in 2021 after capital expenditure, which implies a forward
looking ~5x P/CF multiple. Following its merger with Alacer Gold last year, we think that SSR’s inexpensive valuation will
gradually re-rate as the company transitions into a geographically diversified mid-tier gold producer under the
demonstrated leadership team led by Rod Antal.
Calibre Mining produced 136k ounces of gold in 2020 and expects production to grow by 30% to 175k oz in 2021 at AISC
of ~$1,100 per ounce as the high-grade Pavon deposit will start to feed the underutilized La Libertad processing facility.
Pavon currently hosts 230k oz gold in measured and indicated resources grading ~5 grams per ton open pit, and
processing this ore will make a significant financial contribution to Calibre going forward. Under Darran Hall’s local
leadership in Nicaragua, we think that Calibre has all the hallmarks to become the next ~200k oz p.a. producer in Central
America in the next two to three years with minimal capital investments.
Pantoro Resources, the West Australian gold miner, has started the new year strongly and delivered a total of 10.1k oz at
A$1,435/oz AISC in the December quarter at its Halls Creek operations providing AUD $8 million in free cash flow,
supporting the ongoing drilling campaign at its Norseman cornerstone mine where seven rigs are currently turning. With
this campaign, Pantoro expects to double its initial 600koz mining inventory. The company is fully funded to build the
Norseman mine in order to commence production in 2022. However, the company needs to consolidate the remaining 50%
ownership of Norseman from its JV partner in order to unlock value for its shareholders. Norseman has historically
produced more than six million ounces of gold mostly in shallow area, and consequently the tenement is vastly
underexplored at depth.
Oceana Gold reported additional high-grade drill intercepts at its WKP project in New Zealand, showing strong continuity
and high-grade epithermal vein intercepts of up to 169 gpt Au over 3 meters. Importantly, WKP is only ten kilometers away
from Oceana’s Waihi processing facility, providing the opportunity to feed high-grade ore to Waihi in 2026.
BTU Metals, which explores its Dixie Halo project in Red Lake, Ontario, has disappointed the market as four out of the five
latest holes only showed anomalous gold, but actually did not encounter gold mineralization and also did not show any
visible gold (VG) in the core. However, BTU has expanded a new zone with anomalous pristine gold till samples to the east
which provides the next targets for BTU’s upcoming 3,000-meter drill program this year. BTU has $2 million in the bank and
is cashed up for this campaign.
This gold market is very fatigue and investors have been throwing the towels to deploy money in other areas such as
bitcoin. As a result, the gold miners currently trade at similar multiples as five years ago when gold was still trading around
$1,200. The sector remains inexpensive.
DISCLAIMER: This document is promotional material. This document does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer, or solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments or to engage in
any other investment transaction. Shares of the investment fund described herein, the Precious Capital Global Mining and Metals Fund (the “Fund”), may be offered solely on the basis of the information and representations expressly
set forth in the relevant confidential Prospectus (‘Fondsvertrag’),and no other information or representations may be relied upon in connection with the offering of the shares. No investment in the Fund may be made or will be accepted
save on the basis of the aforementioned Prospectus (‘Fondsvertrag’). While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained herein, it may not be relied upon as such and no representations, express
or implied, are made as to the completeness, accuracy or timeliness of the information. The price and value of investments as well as any income derived from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not necessarily an indication of
future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur, including a permanent and unrecoverable loss. These performance data do not take account of commissions and costs incurred on the
issue and redemption of units. The investments discussed herein may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives and financial position as well as on the laws of the countries of their citizenship,
residence, incorporation or domicile. Investors must independently evaluate each particular investment product inlight of their own objectives, risk profile and circumstances and seek, where appropriate, professional advice including tax
advice. The information contained in this document should not be deemed to constitute the provision of financial, investment or other professional advice in any way. The fund may not be marketed, either directly or indirectly, in the
United States of America or be sold to US persons. The legal fund documents are available free of charge at the fund management company LLB Swiss Investment AG, Claridenstrasse 20, CH-8002 Zürich or at the website
www.llbswiss.ch.
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